The authors utilize fundamental approximation theory concepts to establish an existence theorem for an initial value problem with a deviating argument. The techniques used to establish this theorem result in an algorithm to compute polynomial approximations to the solution of the initial value problem.
1* Introduction* In recent years several authors [2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12] have considered best approximating in some sense the solutions to various types of nonlinear differential and integro-differential equations. These papers have generally been devoted to examining questions involving the existence of best approximations and with proving that appropriate sequences of approximations converge to a solution of the differential or integro-differential equation. The best approximation problems of the above references are ordinarily nonlinear and consequently computational questions are not readily resolved.
More recently Allinger [1] , Henry [1, 6] and Wiggins [6] have developed alternative approximation theory approaches that are computationally adaptive.
In this regard [6] deals with nonlinear initial value problems without deviating arguments, whereas [1] primarily considers linear initial value problems with deviating arguments. The approximation problems of [6] and [1] are basically different. The goal of the present paper is to extend the results of [6] to arbitrary order and to the more difficult deviating argument case. The theory developed in the present paper will not contain the linear theory of [1] ; in a subsequent paper [7] the authors will extend the results in [1] and relate those extensions to the fundamental results of the present paper.
2* The initial value problem* Consider the scalar initial value problem
where 7^0, τ ^ 0, and 7 + τ > 0. This initial value problem is 431 432 M.S. HENRY AND K. WIGGINS considered in [6] for h(t) = t and n = 2. A function x is a solution to initial value problem (IVP) (1) on J if the x {ί) (t), i = 0, •••, % are defined for t e J (J Λ(J) and if a? satisfies IVP (1) for ί 6 J. In (1) it is assumed that f:Jx R 2n -> i? is continuous, and that h e C(J). Other hypotheses will be imposed later. We note that (1) generalizes not only the initial value problem considered in [6] , but also the initial value problem with deviating argument of [1] .
From a theoretical viewpoint, IVP (1) can be examined more efficiently in an equivalent vector setting. The scalar form will be utilized in the computations.
The standard transformation 
where for notational convenience
he conditions on / imply that F: J x J? 2ίt -> i? 91 may be assumed to be continuous. Let Π k denote the set of scalar polynomials of degree at most k. Definê Thus ^ is the set of all scalar polynomials of degree at most k that satisfy the initial conditions of (1) . Let U h denote the set of functions P: J-> R n such that each component of P is an element of Π k . Corresponding to (5), define Hence for each P e^, P(0) = A Let #(ί) be the fundamental matrix solution to the matrix initial value problem 
J l£ί£
Because of the nature of the matrix A, the solution ZΛ to the vector initial value problem 
REMARK. If Λ(0) = 0, a condition frequently required of the deviating argument (see [11] ), then the existence of a J 2 and g satisfying H 2 is assured.
Assuming hypotheses H x and iϊ 8 , an alternative to initial value problem (1A) is -*(*)
3* An existence theorem* We are now in a position to define an approximating scheme that results in a constructive existence theorem for IFP(IB) and hence for (1A) and (1) . Let
where again X(t) is given by (2) . If PeS k , consider the best approximation problem
Vs£ k
Because of the nature of A and & kf this minimization problem reduces to the scalar best approximation problem
where p is the first component of P and where
, it is well known from classical approximation theory that there exists a v e Π n _ k such that (13) inf ||t>-/[p]||, ι =||i;-/[p]||, 1 .
Integrate v n times to obtain the kth degree polynomial v b e <^k.
Define an operator T k on S k as follows: if PeS k , then
Thus if PeS k , T k [P] is the best approximation from & k to F[P]
in the sense of (14) . Note that since (13) 
Since PeS k , Ή.^ and H 2 imply that 1-FfP]!,^ ^ M, and consequently, since Z(t)A e & k and V b is best in the sense of (14),
2A-ΆZΛ-F[P]
This inequality and (16) 
A variation of parameters argument readily verifies equality (18). Since A is a constant matrix, Z(t)Z~\s) = Z(t-s);
therefore (17) and (18) imply that
Thus V b eS k and hence T k maps S k into S k . Establishing that T k is continuous is somewhat more difficult and requires the use of fundamental concepts of approximation theory. Suppose that PeS k and that P is any other element of (13), inf \\v -and inf ||ι; -where p, p, q, and q are the first components of P, P, Q, and Q, respectively. The classical Freud theorem [3, p. 82 ] of approximation theory implies that
Let ε > 0 be given. Since / is uniformly continuous on compact subsets of J Proof. Since S k is a compact, convex subset of &> kf the result follows from the Schauder fixed point theorem [16, p. 25] .
We summarize the results of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. There exists a Pe^k such that if we seek the best approximation V b to F [P] in the sense of (14) , this best approximation is precisely V h -P. In the equivalent scalar form, if we seek the best approximation v from Π k _ n to f [p] in the sense of (13) 
16 J ί9 where P k is an element of the sequence (22). Since P k e S k , k^ n,
Equation (23) and inequalities (17) and (24) 
Therefore ω k (δ) <; ε, independent of k. If K is large enough to insure that for all k^ K, L/(k -n) <; δ, then the monotonicity of ω k [13, p. 14] implies for all k ^ K,
JL) ^ ω k (δ) ^ e .
Thus for all k ^ K, (29) and (30) imply that 1^1^ ^ 6ε. Consequently lim \E k \j ι = 0, completing the proof.
Jc->oo 4* Computations* We now describe an algorithm based on the theory of section three. For k sufficiently large, initially choose P k0 (t) = Z(t)Λ. At the I + 1 step solve via the second algorithm of Remes [3, p. 97 ] the best approximation problem (31) inf \Ϋ-AV-
Let the solution of this minimizing problem be P M+1 and continue. We again note that p k n ,ι +1 is then the minimizing polynomial to the scalar problem in (31). This procedure yields a unique sequence (32) {P htl }U with a corresponding sequence of first elements of (32),
The sequences (32) and (33) have cluster points P k and p k , respectively, which are approximate solutions of degree k to (1A) and (1) on J 2 . The actual calculations are carried out in the scalar setting. Furthermore, the computations are effected for any interval J^ £ / for which λ(e/i) £ J γ If no such interval exists, the construction of an appropriate g would be necessary (see H 2 ). If convergence does not occur, then J x is reduced (see Hj).
We note that a cluster point of (32) need not be a fixed point of T k in the sense of Corollary 1. However, an additional checkable condition insures that a cluster point of (32) is a fixed point of T k . In particular, entries of sequence (33) In calculating p ktl+ί9 an alternating set (see [3, p. 75] ) consisting of k -n + 2 arises. If X ι = {t 1)l9 , t k _ n+2jt } is an alternating set, and if then i = 1, , w -j fc + 1 .
Let X = {^, , £ n _i. +2 } be a cluster point of {XJΓ=o> and let
where p k is the first entry of the cluster point P k of (32) (and hence a cluster point of (33)). Without loss of generality we can assume that the subsequences of {XJ and of (33) that converge to X and p k , respectively, involve the same subscripts.
, where e k is defined in (34).
We note that this condition is weaker than assuming the alternation theorem.
Assuming H B is valid, P k is a fixed point of T k , and consequently the theory of § 3 applies. If (33) actually converges, H 3 is satisfied.
The following examples employ the algorithm described above. A Fortran IV program using double precision arithmetic is utilized in the calculations. The calculations [for Examples 1 and 2 were executed on the Xerox Sigma 7 computer, located at Montana State University. The calculations for Example 3 were effected on the IBM 370, at The College of Charleston.
The algorithm is employed over all of J, since g(t) = t. If the algorithm is terminated with B lδ (a stopping criteria is employed here), then the cluster point of (33) The actual solution is x(t) = 1/(2 -ί), and \\x -p δ \\j = .001779. The actual solution is x(t) = sin 2ί and | ja? -3> β | U = .006865. Hypothesis H 3 is satisfied by e 7 , and ||β 7 || = .08519. Finally, ||a? -p 7 \\ = .00496.
5* Conclusions* This paper utilizes approximation theory techniques to obtain uniform approximate solutions to variants of IVP (1) . The primary result of the paper is an existence theorem for IVP (1) . An algorithm based on this existence theorem is used to compute approximate solutions to IVP (1) . This paper extends results of the authors [6] to higher order initial value problems with deviating arguments. The present paper is closely related to [1] , but results in an approximation problem and a companion algorithm that differ from those given in [1] (for additional literature involving other deviating argument problems, see the references of [1] ). In a subsequent paper [7] the authors intend to present a theory that parallels the theory of the present paper but contains the linear theory of [1] . The results of the present paper do substantially improve the nonlinear results contained in [1] . The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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